Notes: Adding machine - no multiplication table in future
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Milliseconds later in fact.
Semis-is applicable if
Mechanical is smart because
Ruling, it's a.
Men invented a formula for many decades,
Art master said. He is a
Mechanical man - rule - no
Intelligent soul - a machine
Heart with the rule of woman
Not an animal - a dream
A reason - of life a divine
Science -
Mechanic As 219 They by to
spirit must be cultivated.

people of gentle & cultivated
spirit - those at a social luncheon
were till sisters & solicited
upon - till simple people -
beauty - goodness -

Two strong Slaves has climbed
from the slave - threaten & demand
the world. Destiny not may work
out until a people of
Conquered. 1863 yr. ago suppressed
our freedom
mid-Volunteer -
the age of Machinery - Simple
Mall - on Mills to build two
Mall - The iron horse - steam